
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) for B.A(Programme) Punjabi . 

Q1. Is the cutoff of BA Program for Punjabi same? 

Ans. No, the cutoff for Punjabi is different. 

Q2. Is there any specific guideline for admission in BA (Program) for those who want 

admission in Punjabi course? 

Ans. In Bharati College, admission under BA (Program) Punjabi is available in three 

combinations as follows: 

1) Punjabi + History 

2) Punjabi + Music 

3) Punjabi + OMSP 

And for admission in combination with Punjabi, a student is eligible only if she has studied 

Punjabi till at least class 8
th.

 

Q3. I heard about OMSP subject in BA program with Punjabi, tell me about this subject. 

What is the scope of this subject? 

Ans. Job oriented vocational education is the need of the day and office management and 

secretarial practices (OMSP) is a course which leads to employment directly. It is a course 

offered to BA Program students. 

Vocational courses are for those students who want to learn and earn early as they directly 

prepare individual for specialized jobs. They equip students with practical skills that allow direct 

application of acquired knowledge. 

Job opportunities are available in both Public and Private sector. An office runs efficiently only 

if it is managed efficiently. Delhi University offers one such vocational course OMSP where all 

aspects of managing office and other secretarial practices are taught. Graduates are prepared to 

look for positions such a secretary, executive secretary, professional assistants etc. 

Q4 If student does not opt for Punjabi as main subject, is there any other way of attaining 

training in Punjabi ? 

Ans. BA (Program) and B.Com (Program) students can also choose Punjabi as their GE (Generic 

Elective), MIL (Modern Indian languages), SEC (Skill enhancement course), wherein they can 

study Punjabi . 

Q5. Does student have to declare her subject choice in B.A (Program) at the time of 

admission? 

Ans. Yes, the student needs to choose her main subject in  B.A (Program) right at the time of 

admission . 

Q6. Can I get admission in M.A (Punjabi) after B.A (Program) Punjabi? 



Ans. Students who have taken discipline subject in Punjabi can get admission in MA (Punjabi) 

directly without entrance exam. 

Q7. Are students encouraged in extracurricular activities? 

Ans. The college has its own cultural society named ‘Kudiyan Di Phulkari’ which encourages 

students to venture in different cultural streams like Bhangra, Giddha, Drama, Seminars etc. 

Q8. What are job opportunities after BA (Program) in Punjabi? 

Ans. There are many options for students as under : 

They can join media including Punjabi channels, News papers, Radio, Digital mode of 

communication. 

They can appear for civil services exams in Punjabi medium. 

They can go for teaching after completing B.Ed , MA(Punjabi). 

They can join different foreign missions as translator or interpreter etc. 


